Instructions for “Make Your Own Mobile” Kit
Materials Needed:
• Colored Printed Sheets of “Rosy,” “Abigail,” “Rosy’ s Clouds,” and “Abigail’ s
Clouds” – on letter sized white cardstock. Each sheet makes one, so if you want
more than 1 of each of these different things then print the number of sheets
accordingly. If making a mobile, it’ s recommended to print 4 of each.
• Scissors
• Glue Stick
• Small Hole Punch (or large needle)
• String (slightly heavier than embroidery thread is good)
• Inside of Wooden Embroidery Hoop (or something to hang the characters &
clouds off of)
• Ribbon (optional)
• Hot Glue or other strong glue (optional)
Make Your Own Rosy:
1. Cut-out “Rosy Body 01” & “Rosy Body 02” by following the black line around her.
2. Using the glue stick, glue “Rosy Body 01” & “Rosy Body 02” together with colored
sides facing out. Let sit for a couple of minutes.
3. Cut-out “Rosy Wings 01” & “Rosy Wings 02” by following the black line around
them.
4. Using the glue stick, glue “Rosy Wings 01” & “Rosy Wings 02” together with
colored sides facing out. Let sit for a couple of minutes.
5. Once glue is set, you can further cut around (slightly on the inside of the black
line) - both the body & wings so that there is no excess paper on either side.
6. Cut along (but not past) the light gray line on both the body & wings.
7. Create a hole at the small gray dot (above Rosy’ s back) by either using a hole
punch or large needle.
8. Connect body & wings together where you cut along gray lines. The wings
should slip into Rosy’ s body.
Make Your Own Rosy’s Clouds:
1. Cut-out “Rosy’ s Clouds 01A” & “Rosy Clouds 01B” by following the black line
around them.
2. Using the glue stick, glue “Rosy’ s Clouds 01A” & “Rosy Clouds 01B” together with
colored sides facing out. Let sit for a couple of minutes.
3. Cut-out “Rosy’ s Clouds 02A” & “Rosy Clouds 02B” by following the black line
around them.
4. Using the glue stick, glue “Rosy’ s Clouds 02A” & “Rosy Clouds 02B” together
with colored sides facing out. Let sit for a couple of minutes.
5. Once glue is set, you can further cut around (slightly on the inside of the black
line) - both clouds so that there is no excess paper on either side.
6. Cut along (but not past) the light gray line on both clouds.
7. Create a hole at the small gray dot (above Rosy’ s Cloud 01) by either using a
hole punch or large needle.
8. Connect clouds together where you cut along gray lines. The clouds should slip
into each other.

Make Your Own Abigail & Abigail’s Clouds:
Follow same instructions as for “Make Your Own Rosy” & “Rosy’ s Clouds”
Connecting Rosy & Her Clouds Together:
1. Once all the characters and clouds you made are complete, decide how long of
a string you want Rosy & her clouds to be on. Cut same length of string for every
Rosy you have.
2. Making sure you leave enough room at the top of the string for connecting the
string to the mobile, you can then thread the string through Rosy’ s Cloud (hole
at top) and tie a small knot at the top, then thread the same string through Rosy
(hole at top) and tie a knot at the top. Clouds should be hanging above Rosy.
3. Cut-off any excess string from the knot at the top of Rosy.
4. Repeat process (trying as much as possible to have similar spacing) with other
Rosy’ s Clouds & Rosys.
Connecting Abigail & Her Clouds Together:
Follow same instructions as for “Connecting Rosy & Her Clouds Together”
Connecting Characters & Clouds to the Mobile:
1. Once all of your characters are strung together, you can begin tying them to the
wooden embroidery hoop. In order for the hoop to be balanced make sure you
alternate between strings with Rosys & Abigails, and that the strings are evenly
spaced between one another. If you don’ t tie them too tight – it makes it easier
to make adjustments once the mobile is hung from the ceiling.
2. In order to hang the mobile from the ceiling, you will need to cut 2 pieces of
string (or ribbon) to the same length. Tie the 1st string directly across from itself
on the wooden hoop (across the diameter of the hoop). Do the same with the 2nd
string, so that a cross is formed between the 2 strings. The intersection between
the two strings is where you connect it to the ceiling. If using ribbon, use a
strong glue to connect ribbon to hoop.
You can also decorate the hoop itself, by painting it or by twisting ribbon around it
& gluing the ends of the ribbon to the hoop.
Be aware: Keep out of reach of
the child. The mobile is just for
the child to look at not for the
child to play with.
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“Make Your Own Mobile” kit
at: aftenonline.com/makeyour-own-mobile-kit.html

